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Key policy questions
1. How does the distribution of asylum seekers and refugees look at regional and urban level
and how has this been changing over time?
2. What skills and qualifications do the refugees possess and how does the influx of refugees
impact the recipient countries´ regional and local labour markets and demographic imbalances?
3. How are different European regions and cities located in arrival, transit and destination countries
responding to the refugee?
4. What are the main challenges, good policy responses and best practices for successful
integration of refugees into local communities, societies and labour markets at regional and local
levels?
5. What kind of impacts would the implementation of the proposed European relocation scheme
generate in European countries regions and cities? (subject to re-scoping
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Objectives and scope
▪Overarching objective:
oSupport the development of a robust territorial evidence base to inform policymaking
in the field of migration

▪Target groups:
oAsylum seekers and refugees
oMigrant data considered as proxy where needed

▪Geographical scope:
o EU28 + CH, IS, LI and NO
o Consider EU Candidate Countries (i.e. FYROM, TK, ME) and Western Balkans (i.e.
BiH, RS, AL, Kosovo)
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INFFLOW AND DISTRIBUTION
(regular/irregular)
IMPACT ON LOCAL AREAS
(labour/inclusion)

Impact Chain – Asylum seekers/refugees and territories
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Clustering of regions (NUTS2) based on differences in
socio-economic performances (2017)
▪ Clusters
▪
▪
▪
▪

1 & 2: High growing and highly attractive regions
3 & 4: Medium growing, attractive regions
5 & 6: Depopulating, low income regions
7 & 8: Different mix of patterns (in Turkey)

▪ Intersection with:
✓Arrival Regions
✓Transition Regions

✓Destination Regions
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Clusters analysis correlates with policy response capacity (SPI)
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Own maps on Eurostat data sets from 2008 to 2017, including asylum applications,
asylum decisions (positive and negative), repatriation, illegal stays
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Territorial distribution: reflecting clustering and EU SPI
▪ High concentrations can be found in:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Destination countries,
Capital regions,
Border regions,
Economically dynamic regions.

▪ Relevant settling factors are:
▪ Socioeconomic situation,
▪ Family and social ties,
▪ Presence of national redistribution policies.

▪ Policy options:
▪ Dispersion policy,
▪ Fostered integration,
▪ Improving local “attractiveness”
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Profiling: inflow characteristics (age, gender, skills)
correlates with clusters
Germany

/ Nigeria
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Italy

EDUCATION – Refugees and Asylum Seekers

LANGUAGE – Refugees and Asylum Seekers

Refugees’ employability performance
Corroborates clusters characteristics

Employment performance: result of a (mis)match
of supply/demand and limited policy capacity …
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Access to the labour market (I)
▪ A major obstacle to economic independence and social integration is the difficult access of asylum
seekers and refugees to the labour market, which is hampered by a number of factors:
o need a work permit or a residence permit to access the regular labour market and this is usually
obtained only once their application has been approved
o The length of time required for the asylum and work permit procedures is a major obstacle to integration
o Conditions for granting access to the labour market for asylum applicants are defined by the Member
States and are affected by the administrative capacity to handle large numbers of applications.
o These limitations generate an administrative burden when seeking employment, whicha disincentivises
employers from hiring AS
o Undeclared work is also rather widespread
o Asylum seekers may access the labour market as soon as they submit their application in Greece and
Sweden. In the other countries, they have to wait a pre-defined period after submitting the application:
60 days in Italy, three months in Austria, Germany, and Romania, four months in Belgium, six months in
Spain and nine months in France and Serbia. In Hungary work permits are issued only to recognised
refugees
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Employment rates distribution across clusters and
educational levels (H/M/L)
Higher employment rates emerge from those refugees with a longer stay
in European countries. This is due to:
▪ A greater linguistic knowledge acquired over time
▪ Better understanding of local cultures, labour market structures and
characteristics.
▪ consequence of distribution policy and mobility patterns of migrants
across regions (i.e. mobility of more skilled asylum seekers and
refugees towards ‘arrival’ regions).
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PowerPoint template 16:9
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Access to labour market (II)
▪ the reception and integration of third country migrants is a multidimensional – multi
actor process involving legal, social, economic, cultural and political dimensions.
▪ Free education, free language courses and , labour market courses, to initiatives for
aiming to achieve better tolerance and integration among the local society, and
fundraising events (AT- IE).
▪ An innovative approach is taken in the city of Sodertalje, Sweden, where public
institutions have partnered with private companies to offer refugees access to
employment and training. The programme, Telge, which offers up to six months of
employment for refugees with a partner company, is one of the local government’s
initiatives to find business-led solutions to societal problems. An estimated 84% of
participants have gone on to find employment or to pursue further education after
participating in the project (SE).
▪ Fast track access to the labour market (FR)
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Concluding remarks
How can regions and cities successfully support the integration of refugees into the local communities, societies
and labour markets?
1. Addressing legal challenges:
▪ Language courses provided to asylum seekers in reception centres;
▪ Support to asylum claim;

▪ Housing support to those AS more likely to be recognised as Refugees to accelerate the integration
process.
2. Addressing institutional challenges:
▪ Improve experience and capacity in the reception and integration of large inflows via international
organisations ;
▪ Vertical and horizontal coordination among institutional levels and with other relevant actors and integrated
approach.
3. Addressing socio-economic challenges:
▪ Availability of local services and facilities supporting access to education and training, the labour market,
healthcare, housing and welfare benefits;
▪ Mitigate negative attitudes towards asylum seekers and refugees (co - buddy and inclusion of local
population);
▪ Political willingness - mayor role;

▪ Funds to ensure projects’ long term sustainability.
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ANY QUESTIONS?

ESPON //

// Thank you
For more information, please contact:

Laura Todaro l.todaro@vva.it – MIGRARE Project Director, VALDANI VICARI &
ASSOCIATI
Matteo Bocci m.bocci@vva.it – MIGRARE Tecnical Expert, Associate to

VALDANI VICARI & ASSOCIATI
Martin Gauk martin.gauk@espon.eu – ESPON Policy Expert

